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Abstract

Despite over a century of research, the physics of galaxy ro-
tation is not yet fully understood, with clear discrepancy be-
tween the observed mass of galaxies and their rotational ve-
locity. Here we report on another observation of tension be-
tween the physical properties of galaxies and their rotational
velocity. We compare the apparent magnitude of galaxies,
and find a statistically significant asymmetry between galax-
ies that rotate in the same direction relative to the Milky
Way and galaxies that rotate in the opposite direction rela-
tive to the Milky Way. While asymmetry in the brightness is
expected due to Doppler shift effect, such asymmetry is ex-
pected to be subtle. The observations shown here suggest that
the magnitude difference is sufficiently large to be detected by
Earth-based telescopes. The asymmetry is consistent in both
the Northern and Southern galactic poles. The difference is
also consistent across several different instruments such as
DECam, SDSS, Pan-STARRS, and HST, as well as differ-
ent annotation methods, that include automatic, manual, or
crowdsourcing annotations through “Galaxy Zoo”. The ob-
servation can also explain other anomalies such as the Ho

tension. Analysis of Ia supernovae where the host galaxies
rotate in the same direction relative to the Milky Way shows
a much smaller tension with the Ho as estimated by the CMB.

1 Introduction

Despite over a century of research, the physics and nature of
galaxy rotation is still unknown (Opik, 1922; Babcock, 1939;
Oort, 1940; Rubin and Ford Jr, 1970; Rubin et al., 1978, 1980,
1985; Sofue and Rubin, 2001). Early evidence that the galaxy
rotation disagree with the physical properties of galaxies were
observed as early as the first half of the 20th century (Slipher,
1914; Wolf, 1914; Pease, 1918; Babcock, 1939; Mayall, 1951).
In fact, the absence of Keplerian velocity decrease in the outer
parts of galaxies was observed shortly after it became clear
that galaxies are rotating objects (Rubin, 2000).

For instance, one of the most detailed early observations
of the galaxy rotation curve anomaly was made by Jan Hen-
drik Oort, who analyzed the rotation and mass distribution
of NGC 3115 and NGC 4494 (Oort, 1940). That work led to
the conclusion that “the distribution of mass in the system
appears to bear almost no relation to that of light”, and that
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“the strongly condensed luminous system appears embedded
in a large and more or less homogeneous mass of great den-
sity”.

While that early work identified what is now considered the
dark matter halo, preeminent astronomers of the time argued
that the galaxy rotation was driven by Newtonian dynamics
corresponding to the distribution of the visible light (De Vau-
couleurs, 1959; Schwarzschild, 1954), which was based on the
theory of that time. According to Rubin (2000), these opin-
ions played a substantial role in ignoring the observations of
the galaxy rotation curve anomaly, and led to adopting an
incorrect Newtonian model as the physical model of galaxy
rotation. Only several decades later the observations that
galaxy rotation does not follow any known physical model was
accepted by the “mainstream” astronomy community (Rubin,
2000).

After the tension between the galaxy rotation and its phys-
ical properties became an accepted observation, theoretical
explanations were proposed. That initiated a new era in as-
tronomy research, driven by new physical concepts that can
close the gaps between theory and observations.

A notable explanation to that observation is that galaxy
mass is dominated by dark matter (Zwicky, 1937) that does
not interact with light or other radiation (Rubin, 1983;
Bertone and Hooper, 2018). While dark matter is a theory
that is currently widely accepted by the scientific commu-
nity, there is still no full proof to the existence of dark mat-
ter (Sanders, 1990; Mannheim, 2006; Kroupa, 2012; Kroupa
et al., 2012; Kroupa, 2015; Arun et al., 2017; Akerib et al.,
2017; Bertone and Tait, 2018; Aprile et al., 2018; Skordis
and Z lośnik, 2019; Sivaram et al., 2020; Hofmeister and Criss,
2020). The presence of the dark matter halo in galaxies was
also challenged by the profiles of their rotation curves (Byrd
and Howard, 2019, 2021). The initial contention that the dis-
tribution of dark matter in the galaxy is constant (Oort, 1940;
Donato et al., 2009) is in certain disagreement with its cor-
relation with light and other galactic disk properties (Zhou
et al., 2020). Research efforts towards understanding the ex-
istence and nature of the contention that the mass of galaxies
is dominated by dark matter are still being continued.

Another widely discussed paradigm related to the puzzling
physics of galaxy rotation is that galaxy rotation does not
necessarily follow the known Newtonian Dynamics (Milgrom,
1983, 2007; De Blok and McGaugh, 1998; Sanders, 1998;
Sanders and McGaugh, 2002; Swaters et al., 2010; Sanders,
2012; Iocco et al., 2015; Dı́az-Saldaña et al., 2018; Falcon,
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2021). While dark matter is an important part of the standard
model, the Modified Newtonian Dynamics (MOND) was also
reported to be in alignment with observations (Kroupa, 2015;
O’Brien et al., 2017; Wojnar et al., 2018; Milgrom, 2019).
Modified gravity has also been expanded to explain other phe-
nomena such as the acceleration of the Universe (Carroll et al.,
2006). On the other hand, other studies have shown ten-
sion between MOND predictions and data (Dodelson, 2011;
Zhou et al., 2020). Other explanations have also been pro-
posed, such as (Sanders, 1990; Capozziello and De Laurentis,
2012; Chadwick et al., 2013; Farnes, 2018; Rivera, 2020; Na-
gao, 2020; Blake, 2021; Larin, 2022). For instance, it has been
proposed that the galaxy rotation curve can be explained by
models that shift from the assumption that the frame of ref-
erence of the rotational velocity is inertial (Gomel and Zim-
merman, 2021). But despite substantial research in the past
century, the physics of galaxy rotation is still a mystery, and
currently there is not complete proven model that fully ex-
plains its puzzling nature.

1.1 Doppler shift effect on galaxy brightness

Due to the Doppler shift effect, it is expected that a galaxy
that rotates in the same direction relative to the Milky Way
would have different brightness compared to an identical
galaxy that rotates in the opposite direction relative to the
Milky Way. The brightness of a galaxy is determined by the
brightness of its stars and other luminous objects, most of
them are in a spin motion around the galaxy center. A star
or any other light-emitting object in a galaxy rotating at ve-
locity Vr relative to a stationary observer is expected to have
a Doppler shift of its bolometric flux. The expected observed
flux F of a galaxy can be calculated by Equation 1

F = Fo(1 + 4 · Vr
c

), (1)

where Fo is the observed flux if the luminous object was sta-
tionary relative to the observer, and c is the speed of light
(Loeb and Gaudi, 2003; Rybicki and Lightman, 2008). As-
suming that v

c is ∼0.0007 as is approximately the case of the
Sun in the Milky Way, a star rotating in the opposite direc-
tion relative to the Milky Way and observed on the galactic
pole of the Milky Way will have v

c of 0.0014 relative to an

Earth-based observer. The F
F0

of that star as observed from
the Solar system is therefore '1.0056. The maximal expected
difference between the magnitude of a face-on galaxy on the
galactic pole that rotates in the same direction as the Milky
Way and the magnitude of an identical galaxy spinning in the
opposite direction is −2.5 log10 1.0056 ' 0.006.

When the galaxy spins, its Fo cannot be measured directly,
and therefore F

Fo
cannot be determined observationally for a

single galaxy. But when observing a large population of galax-
ies in the field centered at the galactic pole, the mean magni-
tude of the galaxies rotating in the same direction of the Milky
Way can be compared to the mean magnitude of galaxies ro-
tating in the opposite direction relative to the Milky Way.
When a large number of galaxies is used, a statistically sig-
nificant difference between the galaxy magnitude is expected.
The purpose of this study is to compare the brightness of
galaxies spinning in the same direction relative to the Milky

Table 1: The (α, δ) coordinates of the centered and the num-
ber of galaxies in each 60o × 60o field.

Field # galaxies
center
(192o, 27o) 1,309,498
(12o,−27o) 6,376,803
(102o, 0o) 1,377,789
(282o, 0o) 1,266,036

Way to the brightness of galaxies that rotate in the opposite
direction.

The practice of applying statistical analysis using a large
number of galaxies when a measurement is not possible with
a single galaxy is a practice used in other tasks such as weak
lensing (Van Waerbeke et al., 2000; Wittman et al., 2000;
Mandelbaum et al., 2006; Hirata et al., 2007; Pogosian et al.,
2010). Here, the expected difference of 0.006 magnitude can-
not be measured for a single galaxy, and therefore is mea-
sured as the average magnitude of a population of galaxies.
To observe the maximum difference of 0.006 magnitudes, all
galaxies need to be pure face-on galaxies, and all of them are
expected to be exactly on the galactic pole of the Milky Way.
These conditions are not practical, and therefore the expected
observed difference is expected to be of less then 0.006 mag-
nitudes.

2 DECam Data

The Dark Energy Camera (DECam) is placed on the Vı́ctor
M. Blanco 4m telescope in Cerro Tololo (Flaugher et al.,
2012). Its footprint covers both the Northern and South-
ern galactic poles, allowing to compare them using the same
instrument. The DECam data used in this study is the result
of nine months of continuous retrieving of the data (Shamir,
2022b), and includes the two 60o× 60o fields centered around
the Northern and Southern galactic poles. Additionally, two
fields at 90o from the galactic pole were used as control fields.
The images were retrieved from the DESI Legacy Survey (Dey
et al., 2019) server using the Cutout API. The images that
were retrieved were images of objects identified as galaxies
by the DESI Legacy Survey DR8 pipeline, and had magni-
tude lower than 19.5 in the g, r, or z filter. Each image is
a 256×256 JPEG image, and the images were scaled by the
Petrosian radius so that the entire galaxy fits inside the im-
age. Because the objects are identified by the DESI Legacy
Survey pipeline as extended objects, in some cases multiple
objects can be part of the same galaxy. To ensure that each
galaxy is represented once in the dataset, objects that have
another object in the dataset within 0.01o are excluded from
the dataset. The fields and the number of galaxies imaged by
DECam in each field are specified in Table 1.

The galaxies were separated by their spin directions us-
ing the Ganalyzer algorithm (Shamir, 2011) as described in
(Shamir, 2016, 2017a, 2020c, 2017b, 2021b). Ganalyzer is
a model-based method driven by defined symmetric rules. It
does not make use of machine learning or other complex data-
driven rules that lead to non-intuitive classification schemes,
and therefore its symmetric nature can be defined. The sym-
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Figure 1: Examples of original images (left), the radial in-
tensity plots (center), and the peaks identified in the lines of
the radial intensity plots (right). The direction of the lines
generated by the peaks determines the direction of the galaxy
arms.

metricity of the algorithm ensures that the algorithm is not
systematically biased, which is far more difficult to verify
when using algorithms based on complex non-intuitive rules
as typical in approaches such as deep neural networks.

In summary, the algorithm works by first converting each
galaxy image into its radial intensity plot. The radial intensity
plot of a galaxy image is a 35×360 image, in which the value
of the pixel at image coordinates (x, y) is the median of the
values of the 5×5 pixels around pixel coordinates (Ox+sin(θ)·
r,Oy − cos(θ) · r) in the galaxy image, where r is the radial
distance in percentage of the galaxy radius, (Ox, Oy) is the
center of the galaxy, and θ is the polar angle measured in
degrees from the galaxy center.

In spiral galaxies the arms are brighter than the back-
ground, and therefore pixels on the galaxy arms are expected
to be brighter than the pixels at the same radial distance that
are not on the arm. Therefore, the peaks in the radial inten-
sity plot are expected to correspond to pixels on the galaxy
arms. The arms can therefore be identified by applying a
peak detection algorithm (Morháč et al., 2000) to the dif-
ferent lines in the radial intensity plot. After the peaks are
identified, a linear regression is applied to the peaks in neigh-
boring lines. The sign of the slope of the lines formed by
the peaks reflects the direction of the curves of the arms, and
consequently the spin direction of the galaxy (Shamir, 2016,
2017a, 2020c, 2017b, 2021b). Figure 1 shows an example of
galaxy images, the radial intensity plots rendered from each
galaxy image, and the peaks identified in the radial intensity
plots.

Many galaxies are elliptical, and their spin directions can-
not be determined. Other galaxies might not be elliptical, but
still do not have identifiable direction of their spin. Since the
spin directions of some galaxies cannot be determined, it is
required to remove such galaxies from the analysis. That was
done by selecting only galaxies that the number of peaks in
their radial intensity plot (as shown in Figure 1) that shift in
one direction is at least three times larger than the number of
peaks that shift towards the opposite direction. Also, galax-
ies that had less than 30 peaks in their radial intensity plot
were also not used in the analysis, as was done in (Shamir,
2016, 2017a,b, 2020c, 2021a,b). The full description of the
Ganalyzer algorithm is available in (Shamir, 2011; Dojcsak
and Shamir, 2014; Shamir, 2016, 2017a,b, 2020c, 2021b).

The simple “mechanical” nature of Ganalyzer ensures that
it is symmetric, as was also tested empirically in several pre-
vious studies. For instance, Figure 5 and Figure 9 in (Shamir,

2022c) show the results of the annotation after mirroring the
galaxy images. A certain downside of using such analysis
is that the annotation is not complete in the sense that all
galaxies that have an identifiable spin direction are indeed
annotated. Figure 2 shows an example of galaxies imaged
by DECam, and the same galaxies imaged by Hubble Space
Telescope (HST). As the figure shows, galaxies that have clear
spin direction would be annotated as galaxies that do not have
an identifiable spin direction, and therefore rejected from the
analysis. Clearly, using HST images will also be subjected
to incompleteness, as HST has its own limits on its imaging
power. Since no telescope can provide a complete dataset in
which the spin directions of all galaxies can be identified, the
importance of the algorithm is its symmetric nature.

Figure 2: Galaxies imaged by DECam and the same galaxies
imaged by Hubble Space Telescope. The spin direction is clear
in the HST images, but not clear in the DECam images.

After separating the galaxy images by their spin directions,
400 random galaxies were observed, and none of these galaxies
had a spin direction opposite to the spin direction it was anno-
tated by the algorithm. While that does not ensure that the
entire dataset does not have any wrongly annotated galaxies,
it can be safely assumed that the dataset was into two sub-
sets such that the first subset has a much higher frequency of
galaxies that spin clockwise, and the second subset has a much
higher frequency of galaxies that rotate counterclockwise. An-
other subset includes galaxies that their spin direction could
not be determined, but due to the symmetric nature of the
algorithm that subset is not expected to affect the ratio be-
tween the other two subsets. As will be shown in Section 3,
the inverse results in the opposite sides of the Galactic pole
show no consistent bias of the algorithm.

3 Results of DECam data

Tables 2 and 3 show the difference between the mean magni-
tude of galaxies spinning in opposite ways in the fields around
the North and the South galactic pole, respectively. To avoid
potential erroneous magnitude values that can skew the mean
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magnitude, all magnitude values lower than 10 or greater than
25 were rejected from the analysis. The bands that were used
in this study are the three optical bands of DESI Legacy Sur-
vey, which are the g, r, and z bands. Some galaxies do not
have values for the flux in all bands, and that leads to a
slightly different number of galaxies used in each band.

The tables show the differences in the mean brightness be-
tween galaxies that spin in opposite directions at the field
around the galactic poles. The tables show that the dif-
ferences are statistically significant, as determined by the
one-tailed P values of the Student t-test (Helmert, 1876).
While the differences in magnitude are observed in both hemi-
spheres, the direction of the difference is inverse, such that
clockwise galaxies are brighter in one hemisphere but dimmer
in the opposite hemisphere.

The inverse difference in magnitude agrees with the ex-
pected difference caused by relativistic beaming in the two
opposite sides of the galactic pole. It also shows that it is not
caused by a bias of the annotation algorithm of photomet-
ric pipeline, as such bias is expected to be consistent across
different fields, and is not expected to flip between the North
and South galactic poles. When dividing the galaxies into two
random groups, regardless of their spin direction, the asym-
metry becomes statistically insignificant. For instance, the G
magnitude becomes 20.08321±0.010 and 20.08318±0.010.

Tables 2 and 3 also show differences in the number of galax-
ies that rotate clockwise compared to the number of galax-
ies that rotate counterclockwise. These differences difference
agree with the magnitude difference, as it is expected that if
one type of galaxies is brighter to an Earth-based observer
than the other type, more galaxies of that type will be iden-
tified. Previous reports on the large-scale differences between
the number of galaxies spinning in opposite directions can
be found in (Shamir, 2020c, 2022b,d,c), and their link to
brightness differences is discussed in (Shamir, 2020a, 2017a,
2022a). The brightness of galaxies also correlates with their
shape (Kormendy, 1977), and the correlation was also ob-
served (Shamir, 2022e). In summary, if one type of galaxies
is indeed brighter to an Earth-based observer, the observed
difference in the number of galaxies spinning in opposite di-
rections can be the result of the difference in magnitude rather
than the real population of spiral galaxies in the Universe.

The difference between the mean magnitude of galaxies
spinning in opposite directions around the fields of the North-
ern and Southern galactic poles was compared to the two con-
trol fields that were selected as fields that are 90o away from
the galactic pole. Tables 4 and 5 show the difference in mag-
nitude around these fields. The tables use 47,017 and 41,244
galaxies, respectively. As both tables show, there is no statis-
tically significant magnitude difference between the galaxies
in these two fields. That shows that in 90o from the galactic
pole, there is no observed difference between the brightness of
galaxies spinning in opposite ways, as is the case for galaxies
at around the galactic pole. That can be viewed as a link be-
tween the galactic pole and the differences in the brightness
of galaxies spinning in opposite directions.

4 Experiment with SDSS galaxies

DECam provides images of a large number of galaxies, but
until the Dark Energy Spectroscopic Instrument (DESI) sees
first light most of these galaxies do not have spectra. To
test a set of galaxies with spectra we used SDSS data. SDSS
is inferior to DECam in its imaging capabilities, but as a
mature redshift survey it collected spectra for a relatively high
number of galaxies.

Images of 666,416 galaxies were downloaded by using the
SDSS cutout API. The initial file format was 128×128 JPEG,
and each file was converted to the PNG format. These images
were annotated by the SpArcFiRe (Scalable Automated De-
tection of Spiral Galaxy Arm) algorithm (Davis and Hayes,
2014; Hayes et al., 2017). To test for consistency, the galaxy
images were also mirrored by using the “flip” command of
ImageMagick. That led to two annotated datasets, the first
is the annotations of the original images, and the other is the
annotations of the mirrored images. SpArcFiRe is an open
source software with available source code1. SpArcFiRe is de-
scribed in detail in (Davis and Hayes, 2014). The method
works by identifying arm segments, and can then fit these
segments to a logarithmic spiral arc. That allows SpArcFiRe
to determine the spin direction of the galaxy. SpArcFiRe is a
model-driven method, and is not based on machine learning
that can lead to biases that are very difficult to detect (Dhar
and Shamir, 2022).

The disadvantage of SpArcFiRe is that it has a certain error
in the annotation, as also noted in Appendix A in (Hayes
et al., 2017). The Ganalyzer algorithm described in Section 2
allows to adjust the accuracy of the annotation by setting the
minimum number of peaks required to make an annotation.
If the number of peaks identified in the radial intensity plot
is lower than the threshold, the galaxy is not used in the
analysis. That leads to the rejection of a large number of
galaxies. In the case of DECam, the initial number of galaxies
is very high, and therefore even after rejecting a large number
of galaxies the remaining galaxies make it a sufficiently large
dataset to allow statistical analysis. SpArcFiRe, on the other
hand, is far slower and has a certain error, but it also rejects a
smaller number of galaxies. The use of SpArcFiRe also allows
to use two different analysis methods.

Classification of a single 128×128 galaxy image requires
∼30 seconds when using a single core of a recent Intel Core-
i7 processor. To reduce the response time, 100 cores were
used to annotate the image data using SpArcFiRe. Figure 3
displays the RA distribution of the galaxies. As the figure
shows, the galaxy population is not distributed uniformly in
the sky.

As the figure shows, the distribution of SDSS galaxies in
the sky is not uniform. Fortunately for this specific study,
the population of SDSS galaxies is relatively dense around the
Northern galactic pole. That allows to study the difference
in brightness of galaxies that spin with or against the spin
direction of the Milky Way.

The annotation provided 271,063 galaxies annotated by
their spin directions. SpArcFiRe was then applied again to
the mirrored images, providing a set of 271,308 annotated
galaxies. The slight difference between the results of the orig-

1https://github.com/waynebhayes/SpArcFiRe
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Table 2: The g, r, and z magnitude and the number of clockwise and counterclockwise galaxies in the 60o×60o field centered
around the North galactic pole (α = 192o, δ = 27o).

Band # cw # ccw Mag Mag ∆Mag t-test P
galaxies galaxies ccw cw

G 20,918 21,253 20.06525±0.010 20.10073±0.010 -0.03548 0.01
R 20,917 21,251 18.98522±0.008 19.01481±0.008 -0.02958 0.01
Z 20,925 21,261 18.2934±0.007 18.31783±0.007 -0.02443 0.01

Table 3: The magnitude and number of clockwise and counterclockwise galaxies in the field centered around the South
galactic pole (α = 12o, δ = −27o).

Band # cw # ccw Mean Mean ∆Mag t-test P
galaxies galaxies Mag ccw Mag cw

G 87,640 89,534 20.13622±0.004 20.11937±0.004 0.01685 0.003
R 87,917 89,849 19.08793±0.003 19.07216±0.003 0.01574 0.0002
Z 88,228 90,142 18.38424±0.003 18.37225±0.003 0.01199 0.0047

Table 4: The average magnitude of galaxies that rotate clock-
wise and galaxies that rotate counterclockwise in the 60o×60o

window centered around the control field of (α = 102o, δ =
0o).

Band Mag Mag ∆Mag P
ccw cw

G 20.16695±0.009 20.16628±0.009 0.000669 0.96
R 19.09924±0.007 19.10284±0.007 -0.00356 0.713
Z 18.39402±0.006 18.39436±0.006 -0.00032 0.972

Table 5: The mean magnitude of clockwise and counterclock-
wise galaxies in the 60o × 60o window centered around the
control field of (α = 282o, δ = 0o).

Band Mag Mag ∆Mag P
ccw cw

G 20.21329±0.01 20.22103±0.01 -0.00774 0.58
R 19.0787±0.008 19.0869±0.008 -0.0082 0.47
Z 18.37519±0.007 18.37565±0.007 -0.00045 0.96
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Figure 3: The RA distribution of the SDSS galaxies.

Band Mag Mag ∆Mag P
cw ccw t-test

G 17.7652±0.004 17.7558±0.004 0.0094 0.035
R 17.0016±0.003 16.9922±0.003 0.0094 0.013
Z 16.449±0.003 16.4357±0.003 0.0132 0.001

Table 6: The g, r, and z exponential magnitudes of SDSS
galaxies that spin with the Milky Way and galaxies that spin
in the opposite direction compared to the Milky Way in the
field centered around the North galactic pole.

inal images and the mirrored images is discussed in (Hayes
et al., 2017), and will also be discussed later in this paper.

A first experiment was by just applying SpArcFiRe without
any first step of selecting spiral galaxies. While the annota-
tion of galaxies that are not spiral can add noise, it might be
expected that the error in the annotation will be distributed
evenly between galaxies that spin clockwise and galaxies that
spin counterclockwise. The SpArcFiRe method does not force
a certain spin direction for every galaxy, and can annotate
galaxies as not rotating in any identifiable direction. When
SpArcFiRe is not able to identify the spin direction of the
galaxy, that galaxy is ignored, and not used in the analy-
sis. Table 6 shows the magnitude differences in the field of
60o × 60o around the Northern galactic pole. The annota-
tion process provided 55,223 galaxies spinning counterclock-
wise, and 55,051 spinning clockwise in that field. Because
SpArcFiRe is not fully symmetric, the experiment was re-
peated after mirroring all galaxy images, and the results are
shown in Table 7. The annotation of the mirrored images
provided a dataset of 55,874 mirrored galaxies spinning clock-
wise and 54,488 mirrored galaxies spinning counterclockwise.
The coordinates of the galaxies and their SpArcFiRe annota-
tions are at https://people.cs.ksu.edu/~lshamir/data/

sparcfire.

As the tables show, despite the certain inaccuracy of SpAr-
cFiRe, the analysis still shows differences in the brightness of
galaxies that rotate clockwise and galaxies that rotate coun-
terclockwise in the field centered at the galactic pole. As
expected, mirroring the galaxy images showed inverse results.

SpArcFiRe is designed to analyze spiral galaxies (Hayes
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Band Mag Mag ∆Mag P
cw ccw t-test

G 17.7576±0.004 17.762±0.004 -0.0044 0.21
R 16.9936±0.003 17.0016±0.003 -0.008 0.025
Z 16.4357±0.003 16.4479±0.003 -0.0122 0.002

Table 7: The g, r, and z exponential magnitudes of mirrored
SDSS galaxies that spin with the Milky Way and galaxies that
spin in the opposite direction compared to the Milky Way in
the field centered around the North galactic pole.

Band Mag Mag ∆Mag P
cw ccw t-test

G 17.7095±0.005 17.6948±0.005 0.0147 0.0376
R 16.9893±0.004 16.9745±0.004 0.0148 0.0089
Z 16.4564±0.004 16.4393±0.004 0.0171 0.0025

Table 8: The g, r, and z exponential magnitudes of SDSS
galaxies annotated as spiral galaxies. The analysis is limited
to galaxies in the 60o× 60o centered at the Northern galactic
pole.

et al., 2017). To apply SpArcFiRe to spiral galaxies, a set
of spiral galaxies was separated from the other galaxies by
using the Ganalyzer method (Shamir, 2011). In addition to
its ability to identify the spin direction of galaxies, Ganalyzer
can also separate spiral galaxies from elliptical galaxies. As a
model-based method, the analysis does not involve any kind
of machine learning, deep learning, or any other form of pat-
tern recognition, and therefore it is not subjected to possible
biases in the training data or the learning process (Dhar and
Shamir, 2022). The simple “mechanical” nature of Ganalyzer
allows it to be fully symmetric (Shamir, 2021b, 2022c).

Table 8 shows the number of clockwise and counterclock-
wise galaxies in the SDSS data after selecting the spiral galax-
ies, limited to the 60o × 60o part of the sky centered at the
Northern galactic pole. That dataset contained 27,196 galax-
ies spinning clockwise and 27,671 galaxies spinning counter-
clockwise. Since SDSS footprint covers mostly the Northern
hemisphere, the Southern galactic pole is outside of its foot-
print. According to Table 8, the results show statistically
significant differences between the brightness of galaxies that
spin in opposite directions.

The SDSS galaxies used in this study have redshift, which
allows to separate them to redshift ranges. Table 9 shows
the same analysis, but when limiting the galaxies to z < 0.07.
When limiting the redshift to 0.07, the dataset included 8,409
clockwise galaxies and 8,748 counterclockwise galaxies. The
results show a larger difference in magnitude in that red-
shift range. That, however, is not necessarily of an astro-
nomical meaning, and could be linked to the better ability of
SpArcFiRe to annotate galaxies at lower redshift ranges. As
the other experiments with SDSS galaxies, the results are in
agreement with the results of the DECam galaxies shown in
Section 3.

Band Mag Mag ∆Mag P
cw ccw t-test

G 16.9437±0.009 16.9192±0.009 0.0245 0.027
R 16.4017±0.009 16.3723±0.009 0.0294 0.01
Z 15.9827±0.009 15.9499±0.009 0.0328 0.005

Table 9: The g, r, and z magnitudes of SDSS galaxies limited
to z < 0.07 that spin in the opposite directions in the field
centered around the North galactic pole.

Table 10: The g, r, and z exponential magnitudes of SDSS
galaxies that spin in the opposite directions in 60×60 degree
window centered at the Northern galactic pole.

Band Mag Mag ∆Mag P
cw ccw t-test

G 17.3834±0.017 17.3382±0.017 0.0452 0.03
R 16.8389 ±0.017 16.7934±0.017 0.0455 0.029
Z 16.4071±0.018 16.3597±0.018 0.0474 0.0245

4.1 Experiment with SDSS data annotated
by Ganalyzer

Since SpArcFiRe has a small asymmetry (Hayes et al., 2017),
another experiment was done by applying the ganalyzer al-
gorithm described in Section 2 to SDSS DR7 galaxies with
spectra. As explained in Section 2, Ganalyzer rejects galaxies
it cannot determine their spin direction, resulting in a smaller
dataset compared to SpArcFiRe. On the other hand, it pro-
vides a symmetric and consistent dataset that is not expected
to be biased. The dataset is available at https://people.

cs.ksu.edu/~lshamir/data/sdss_phot/. The dataset con-
tains 6,103 galaxies such that 3,058 galaxies spin clockwise,
and 3,045 galaxies spin counterclockwise.

Table 10 shows the g, r, and z exponential magnitudes
for galaxies that spin clockwise and counterclockwise in the
60×60 degree field centered at the Northern galactic pole. As
in the other experiments, the table shows statistically signifi-
cant magnitude differences between the average brightness of
the galaxies.

4.2 Analysis with crowdsourcing data from
Galaxy Zoo 1

One of the previous attempts to annotate galaxies by their
spin direction was done by crowdsourcing through the Galaxy
Zoo 1 project (Lintott et al., 2008). According to Galaxy
Zoo 1, anonymous volunteers used a web-based user interface
to manually annotate galaxies by their shape. Among other
features, the users were asked to annotate the spin direction
of the galaxies. While not all annotations are expected to
be correct, the majority of the votes is expected to provide a
certain indication regarding the spin direction.

The Galaxy Zoo annotations can be used to perform an ex-
periment similar to the experiments described above, but with
galaxies annotated manually by a large number of volunteers.
Fortunately, the 60o × 60o part of the sky centered around
the Northern galactic pole is fairly populated by galaxies that
were annotated through Galaxy Zoo 1, and the majority of
Galaxy Zoo annotated galaxies are concentrated around that
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Band Mag Mag ∆Mag P
cw ccw t-test

G 16.9765±0.01 16.9579±0.01 0.0186 0.09
R 16.4129±0.01 16.3723±0.01 0.0406 0.002
Z 15.9817±0.01 15.9539±0.01 0.0278 0.025

Table 11: The g, r, and z exponential magnitudes of SDSS
galaxies annotated by Galaxy Zoo in the field centered around
the North galactic pole.

part of the sky. That allows to obtain the profile of brightness
differences between galaxies that were annotated by Galaxy
Zoo to spin clockwise, compared to the brightness of Galaxy
Zoo galaxies that were annotated as spinning counterclock-
wise.

The Galaxy Zoo 1 annotations were taken from the
“zooVotes” table of SDSS DR8. The galaxies include only
galaxies of which 60% or more of the voters agreed on their
spiral nature and spin direction. That is, the field “p cw” was
greater or equal to 0.6 for galaxies that spin clockwise, and the
field “p acw” was greater or equal to 0.6 for galaxies that spin
counterclockwise. As before, missing values or flag values were
removed. That provided a dataset of 11,150 galaxies spinning
clockwise, and 11,907 galaxies spinning counterclockwise. All
galaxies are inside the 60o×60o region centered at the North-
ern galactic pole. Table 11 shows the brightness differences in
the g, r, and z bands for the Galaxy Zoo galaxies. As the table
shows, the differences between the brightness of galaxies spin-
ning in opposite directions in the Northern galactic pole are
noticeable also in the galaxies annotated by Galaxy Zoo. The
corresponding part of the sky in the Southern galactic pole
has merely a total of 2,005 annotated galaxies, and therefore
analysis of the Southern galactic pole is not possible in the
same manner it was done with the DECam data.

The Galaxy Zoo 1 defines a “superclean” annotation as an
annotation that 95% of the annotators provided the same
annotation. Table 12 shows the differences in brightness of
galaxies in the 60o× 60o region around the Northern galactic
pole such that all annotations of the galaxies meet the “super-
clean” criterion. The requirement for higher agreement of the
annotators can lead to cleaner annotations, but that comes on
the expense of the size of the dataset. When using just galax-
ies on which 95% of the annotators agree, the total number
of annotated galaxies is merely 4,065. The number of clock-
wise galaxies is 1875, and the number of galaxies annotated as
spinning counterclockwise is 2190. The results also show that
galaxies spinning counterclockwise around the North galactic
pole are brighter. The results are not statistically significant,
which can be attributed to the smaller number if galaxies that
satisfy the higher annotation agreement threshold. But the
difference observed in the “superclean” galaxies also does not
conflict with the difference observed with the larger datasets.

The Galaxy Zoo annotations are known to be subjected to
certain biases that are often difficult to fully profile (Hayes
et al., 2017). The brightness differences observed with galax-
ies annotated by Galaxy Zoo can therefore be the result of
some unknown bias where the volunteers tend to annotate
brighter galaxies as galaxies rotating counterclockwise. These
biases can be difficult to quantify and fully profile, and there-

Band Mag Mag ∆Mag P
cw ccw t-test

G 16.3496±0.03 16.3122±0.03 0.0374 0.189
R 15.7912±0.03 15.7443±0.03 0.0468 0.135
Z 15.377±0.03 15.3235±0.03 0.0535 0.104

Table 12: The g, r, and z magnitudes of SDSS galaxies an-
notated as “superclean” by Galaxy Zoo in the field centered
around the North galactic pole.

Band Mag Mag T-test P
cw ccw

G 16.9066±0.02 16.9972±0.02 0.0014
R 16.3463±0.02 16.4226±0.02 0.007
Z 15.8408±0.02 15.9087±0.02 0.0164

Table 13: The g, r, and z exponential magnitudes of Pan-
STARRS galaxies at around the Southern galactic pole.

fore the results when using the Galaxy Zoo annotations might
not be sufficient to provide strong evidence of brightness dif-
ferences. The agreement between the results of Galaxy Zoo
and the results of DECam and SDSS can also be considered
a coincidence. But the results of Galaxy Zoo also do not con-
flict with the results shown with the automatically annotated
galaxies, and in fact are in good agreement with the other
experiments. Whether the agreement is the result of an astro-
nomical reason or a certain unidentified human bias is still a
matter that is difficult to fully determine due to the complex
nature of the possible human biases of the crowdsourcing-
based annotations.

5 Analysis with Pan-STARRS data

A sky survey that covers more of the Southern sky than SDSS
is Pan-STARRS. Like SDSS, Pan-STARRS covers mostly the
Northern sky, but its footprint covers more of the South-
ern hemisphere compared to SDSS. Using a dataset of Pan-
STARRS DR1 galaxies used in a previous study (Shamir,
2017a) provided the magnitude difference of 3,587 galaxies in
the 60o×60o around the Southern galactic pole. The galaxies
can be accessed at https://people.cs.ksu.edu/~lshamir/
data/assym3/. The results show that in the part of the sky
around the Southern galactic pole galaxies that spin clockwise
are brighter than galaxies that spin counterclockwise. That
difference is in agreement with the results of DECam for the
Southern galactic pole. The results are shown in Table 13.

6 HST data

As ground-based instruments, DECam, SDSS, and Pan-
STARRS are subjected to the effect of the atmosphere. There
is no known atmospheric effect that can affect galaxies differ-
ently based on their spin direction, and therefore the atmo-
sphere is not expected to lead to such difference. To test em-
pirically whether the difference is consistent also when imag-
ing the galaxies without the effect of the atmosphere, we used
galaxies imaged by the Hubble Space Telescope (HST). These
results were shown initially in (Shamir, 2020a).
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The galaxies used in this experiment were imaged by the
Cosmic Evolution Survey (COSMOS) of HST. As the largest
HST field, COSMOS (Scoville et al., 2007; Koekemoer et al.,
2007; Capak et al., 2007) covers ∼2 square degrees, cen-
tered at (α = 150.119o, δ = 2.2058o). The initial list
of objects included 114,630 COSMOS objects that are at
least 5σ brighter than their background. Each galaxy im-
age was separated from the F814W image by using the Mon-
tage (Berriman et al., 2004) tool. The images were anno-
tated by the Ganalyzer algorithm (Shamir, 2011), and then
inspected manually. That led to a dataset of 2,607 galaxies
that rotate clockwise, and 2,515 galaxies that rotate coun-
terclockwise. Full details of the annotation process are pro-
vided in (Shamir, 2020a), and the data is available at http:

//people.cs.ksu.edu/~lshamir/data/assym_COSMOS/.
Table 14 shows the brightness in the g, r, and z filters of

galaxies spinning in opposite directions. The magnitudes are
the Subaru AB magnitudes (Capak et al., 2007). The com-
parison provides certain evidence that in the COSMOS field
galaxies that spin counterclockwise are brighter than galax-
ies that spin clockwise. The COSMOS field is not aligned
with neither the Northern nor the Southern galactic pole, but
it is far closer to the Northern galactic pole. According to
the other experiments described earlier in this paper, in the
Northern galactic pole galaxies that spin counterclockwise are
expected to be brighter. That observation is aligned with the
results observed with the HST galaxies, reported in (Shamir,
2020a). The difference in the z band is not necessarily statis-
tically significant, but the findings are aligned with the results
shown by the other telescopes, and definitely do not conflict
with DECam, SDSS and Pan-STARRS.

Band Mag cw Mag ccw ∆Mag P (t-test)
G 23.131±0.019 23.077±0.019 0.054 0.023
R 22.266±0.019 22.218±0.02 0.048 0.045
Z 21.358±0.017 21.323±0.018 0.035 0.087

Table 14: The brightness of HST galaxies spinning in opposite
directions in the COSMOS field.

7 Non-astronomical reasons that can
lead to differences in brightness

The differences in brightness between galaxies spinning in op-
posite directions cannot be determined by direct observation,
but by analysis of a large number of galaxies. Large-scale
analysis of a high number of galaxies to determine properties
that are difficult to obtain with direct measurements is not a
new practice, and is used in tasks such as weak gravitational
lensing (Van Waerbeke et al., 2000; Wittman et al., 2000;
Mandelbaum et al., 2006; Hirata et al., 2007; Abbott et al.,
2016). The purpose of this section is to review the analysis
and possible errors that can lead to the observation.

7.1 Incorrectly annotated galaxies

One of the key aspects of the analysis shown here is the an-
notation of the galaxies by their spin direction. Two different

algorithms were used in this study, as well as manually anno-
tated galaxies using crowdsourcing, all show similar results.
For the computer-based annotations, the experiments were
repeated after mirroring the galaxy images, leading to inverse
results. Also, the brightness difference is inverse in the North-
ern galactic pole compared to the Southern galactic pole. A
bias in the algorithm is expected to be consistent in both ends
of the Galactic pole, rather than flip.

Also, if an algorithm that annotates the galaxies by their
spin directions annotates some of the galaxies with wrong spin
direction, the real brightness difference ∆M at a certain part
of the sky is determined by Equation 2

∆M = ((1− e)M̄cw + eĒcw)− ((1− e) ¯Mccw + e ¯Eccw), (2)

where M̄cw is the mean magnitude of galaxies spinning clock-
wise that are also annotated correctly by the classifier as
galaxies spinning clockwise, ¯Mccw is the mean magnitude of
galaxies spinning counterclockwise that are also annotated
correctly as spinning counterclockwise, Ēcw is the mean mag-
nitude of galaxies spinning counterclockwise but annotated
incorrectly as spinning clockwise. ¯Eccw is the mean magni-
tude of galaxies spinning clockwise but were annotated incor-
rectly as spinning counterclockwise, and e is the error rate of
the annotation algorithm. The equation can be re-written as

∆M = M̄cw − ¯Mccw + e(Ēcw − ¯Eccw + ¯Mccw − M̄cw). (3)

Let ϑ = M̄cw − ¯Mccw and ϕ = Ēcw − ¯Eccw. ∆M can be
now expressed as ∆M = ϑ + e(ϑ − ϕ). If the magnitude
between clockwise and counterclockwise galaxies is different,
it should be consistent for all galaxies, including galaxies that
are annotated incorrectly. In that case, ϕ = −ϑ, and ∆M =
ϑ+ e(2ϑ). Because e ≥ 0, the real magnitude difference ∆M
can only be larger than ϑ, and can only becomes larger when
the error of the annotation algorithm e grows. That shows
that if there is a certain error in the annotation algorithm,
the real magnitude difference will be larger than the observed
magnitude difference.

7.2 Cosmic variance

Galaxies as observed from Earth are not distributed in the
sky in a fully uniform manner, leading to subtle fluctuations
in galaxy density known as “cosmic variance” (Driver and
Robotham, 2010; Moster et al., 2011). These small fluctua-
tions in galaxy population density can affect measurements at
different parts of the sky and different directions of observa-
tion (Kamionkowski and Loeb, 1997; Camarena and Marra,
2018; Keenan et al., 2020).

The probe used in this study is the brightness difference
between galaxies imaged in the same part of the sky, by the
same telescope, in the same exposure, and the same analysis
methods. That is, anything that might affect the brightness
of galaxies that spin with the Milky Way is also expected to
affect galaxies spinning in the opposite direction. There is
no attempt to compare magnitudes measured in two different
parts of the sky, two different instruments, or even two dif-
ferent exposures. In all experiments the mean brightness of
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galaxies spinning in one direction is compared to the mean
brightness of galaxies spinning in the opposite way such that
all galaxies are in the exact same part of the sky. Any cosmic
variance that might affect galaxies spinning with the Milky
Way is expected to affect the mean magnitude of galaxies
spinning in the opposite direction.

7.3 Bias in the hardware or photometric
pipelines of digital sky surveys

Digital sky surveys are some of the more complex research
instruments of our time. That complexity makes it very diffi-
cult to inspect every single part of these systems and ensure
that no bias exists. At the same time, it is also difficult to
propose a certain possible flaw that can lead to differences in
the brightness of galaxies that spin in the same direction as
the Milky Way and galaxies that spin in the opposite direc-
tion. Moreover, the difference in brightness flips between the
Northern and Southern galactic poles, making it more diffi-
cult to propose an explanation based on a possible hardware
or software flaw.

In this study, several different digital sky surveys were used,
and the results are consistent across the different telescopes.
While it is challenging to propose of a specific flaw in a dig-
ital sky survey that exhibits itself in such form in a single
telescope, it is more difficult to think of such flaw in several
unrelated sky surveys.

7.4 Atmospheric effect

Atmospheric effect might change the brightness of galaxies as
observed from Earth, and can lead to differences in brightness
observed in different parts of the sky. As also discussed in 7.2,
the comparison between the magnitudes are done in the same
part of the sky, and all galaxies were taken from the exact
same frames and exposures. Therefore, all atmospheric effects
that can change the magnitude of galaxies that spin in one
direction are expected to change the magnitude of galaxies
that spin in the opposite direction.

To completely eliminate the atmospheric effect, an experi-
ment was done with data from Hubble Space Telescope. That
experiment is described in Section 6. The results of that
experiment are consistent with the results from the ground-
based telescopes, providing another indication that the differ-
ence in brightness is not the result of the effect of the Earth’s
atmosphere.

7.5 Spiral galaxies with leading arms

Although the vast majority of spiral galaxies have trailing
arms, in some less common cases a spiral galaxy can have
leading arms. For instance, a notable example of a galaxy
with leading spirals arms is NGC 4622 (Freeman et al., 1991;
Buta et al., 2003; Byrd et al., 2007). Assuming that the spin
direction of a galaxy is driven by the perspective of the ob-
server, the frequency of galaxies with leading arms among
galaxies that spin in the same direction as the Milky Way is
similar to the frequency of galaxies spinning in the opposite
direction. In that case, galaxies with leading arms can be

considered as galaxies that were annotated incorrectly, and
subjected to the same analysis shown in Section 7.1.

8 Possible link to Ho tension

The purpose of this section is to show a link between the ob-
servation reported in the previous sections and theHo tension,
and provide a possible solution to the tension that does not
require changing the standard cosmological model (Shamir,
2023). The Hubble-Lemaitre constant (Ho) tension (Wu and
Huterer, 2017; Mörtsell and Dhawan, 2018; Bolejko, 2018;
Davis et al., 2019; Pandey et al., 2020; Camarena and Marra,
2020; Di Valentino et al., 2021c; Riess et al., 2022) is one of the
most puzzling cosmological observations, and currently has no
proven explanation. The observation is difficult to explain by
modification of gravity (Pogosian et al., 2022), and challenges
the validity of the standard cosmological model (Di Valentino
et al., 2021a,b). In summary, the Hubble-Lemaitre constant
Ho determined by using Ia supernovae or Cepheids to mea-
sure the distance of galaxies is different from the constant
measured with other probes such as the CMB radiation. Since
the different probes measure the same Universe, one of the ex-
planations to the tension is that one or more of these probes
have slight inaccuracies that lead to the different Ho values.
For instance, it has been suggested that Lorentz Relativistic
Mass can affect the measurements using Ia supernovae (Haug,
2022). The effect of dust on Ia supernovae distant measure-
ment has also been proposed (Brout and Daniel, 2020).

The Hubble-Lemaitre constant can be determined by using
probes such as Cepheids or Ia supernovae to measure dis-
tances at cosmological scales, and these distances are com-
pared to the velocity of galaxies by using their redshift. Ia
supernovae and Cepheids have expected absolute magnitudes,
and therefore their apparent magnitude as observed from
Earth can be used to determine the distance of their host
galaxy from Earth.

Supernovae are explosions of stars, and therefore their ro-
tational velocity is inherited from the star they were created
from. Cepheids are also stars, and therefore also have the
rotational velocities of their host galaxies. The magnitude of
the Ia supernova is measured from Earth, which has the ro-
tational velocity of the Milky Way galaxy at around 220 km
· sec −1. If the rotation of the galaxies that host Ia super-
novae compared to the rotation of the Milky Way can affect
the apparent magnitude of the supernova, that can lead to a
different distance metrics that depends on the rotation of the
host galaxy of the Ia supernova compared to the rotation of
the Milky Way. That is, because not all supernovae used in
the measurements are located around the galactic pole and
spin in the same direction as the Milky Way, their apparent
magnitude might seem slightly different to an Earth based ob-
server, leading to a slight change in their estimated distance,
and consequently to the measured Hubble-Lemaitre constant.
Because the rotational velocity of a galaxy correlates with the
galaxy type, the link between rotational velocity and Ho can
be related to previous reports on correlation between Ho and
the type of the Ia supernova host galaxy (Khetan et al., 2021).
Other studies also suggested a link between Ia supernova and
the properties of its host galaxies (Meldorf et al., 2022; Dixon
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Rotation direction # Ho 3% error range SD
All 96 73.758 70.193-77.404 1.943
Same direction 22 69.049 62.955-76.005 3.42
Opposite direction 36 74.182 68.758-79.915 3.2

Table 15: The Ho determined when using the full set, the Ho

determined when using a subset such that the host galaxies
rotate in the same direction relative to the Milky Way, and
the Ho determined when using a subset such that the host
galaxies rotate in the opposite direction.

et al., 2022).

An experiment that would test that assumption can be
made by computing the Hubble-Lemaitre constant by using
only host galaxies that rotate in the same direction as the
Milky Way. Such galaxies can be from both the Northern
and Southern hemispheres. If the measurement of the Hubble-
Lemaitre constant when using host galaxies that rotate with
the Milky Way provides a different result than when using all
galaxies, that can provide an indication that the spin direc-
tion affects the determined Hubble-Lemaitre constant. If the
result is also close to the Hubble-Lemaitre constant as deter-
mined by the CMB radiation, that can also explain the Ho

tension, and might also explain other observation made with
Ia supernovae as distance candles.

To perform a simple test, we used the code and data pro-
vided by Khetan et al. (2021) for determining theHo constant.
Khetan et al. (2021) use a set of 140 Ia supernovae, and two
calibration sets. The SH0ES calibration uses 19 Cepheids.
The full description of the data and calibration is provided in
(Khetan et al., 2021).

In addition to using the 140 supernovae as done in (Khetan
et al., 2021), we also separated a subset of the 140 supernovae
into supernovae within 60o from the Northern galactic pole
and their host galaxies spin clockwise, or within 60o from the
Southern galactic pole and their host galaxies spin counter-
clockwise. That provided a set of 34 supernovae that rotate at
the same direction as the Milky Way, and 48 supernovae that
rotate in the opposite direction. As done in (Khetan et al.,
2021), galaxies with redshift lower than 0.02 were removed,
reducing the sets to 22 and 36 supernovae, respectively. Sim-
ilarly, the host galaxies of the calibration set were also sep-
arated into host galaxies that rotate with and against the
rotation direction of the Milky Way, providing nine galax-
ies of each. The analysis was done by using the code in
https://github.com/nanditakhetan/SBF_SNeIa_H0. Ta-
ble 15 amd Figure 4 show the Ho computed when using the
full set of galaxies, just galaxies that rotate in the same di-
rection relative to the Milky Way, and just galaxies spinning
in the opposite direction relative to the Milky Way.

As the table shows, the Ho computed with the entire set
showed a Ho of 73.758±1.943. That value is in tension with
the Ho determined by the CMB. But when using just host
galaxies that rotate in the same direction as the Milky Way,
the Ho is reduced to 69.049±3.42. That does not fully solve
the tension with the Ho determined by the CMB of 67.7
km/sMpc−1, but it reduces the tension. But even if the
Doppler shift is indeed related to the Ho tension, the Ho is
still expected to be higher since the host galaxies are not ex-
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Figure 4: The Ho computed when using the entire set, and
when limiting the dataset to supernovae in galaxies rotating
in the same direction relative to the Milky Way, and to super-
novae in galaxies rotating in the opposite direction relative to
the Milky Way. The error bars are the 3% errors. Due to
the relatively small number of data points, this experiment
does not necessarily provide a proof, and analysis with more
data will be needed. But these results are in agreement with
the observations according which the rotational velocity rel-
ative to the Milky Way can affect the apparent brightness of
objects.

actly on the Galactic pole, do not rotate in the exact same
rotational velocity as the Milky Way, and their inclinations
vary. When using just host galaxies that rotate in the op-
posite direction relative to the Milky Way, the Ho tension
increases to 74.182±3.2, providing another evidence of a link
between the Ho tension and the rotational velocity of the host
galaxies.

When using just Ia supernovae in galaxies that rotate in the
same direction relative to the Milky Way, the tension with the
Ho determined by the CMB is reduced, and is within the sta-
tistical error. On the other hand, the lower number of data
points increases the error, and due to the larger error of the
original data the difference is still within the 3% error range.
Therefore, these simple experiments may not be considered as
a proof, and further analysis with more data will be needed.
But the results agree with the observation that rotational ve-
locity can affect the apparent brightness of objects. A link
between the rotation directions of the host galaxies of Ia su-
pernovae relative to the Milky Way can also provide a possible
explanation to the anisotropy observed in the acceleration of
the Universe, observed through Ia supernovae (Javanmardi
et al., 2015).

9 Conclusions

The results show that in the fields around the galactic pole
galaxies that spin clockwise have a different brightness than
galaxies that spin counterclockwise. The inverse difference in
the opposite ends of the galactic pole shows that the observa-
tions in the both ends are in agreement with the spin direction
of the Milky Way. Clearly, a galaxy that seem to spin clock-
wise in the Northern galactic pole spins in the same direction
as galaxies that seem to spin counterclockwise in the South-
ern galactic pole, and vice versa. The control fields that are
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90o from the galactic pole show no significant difference be-
tween galaxies spinning in opposite directions, which provides
a certain indication of a correlation between the galactic pole
and the magnitude difference. The contention that relativis-
tic beaming can lead to a certain statistical asymmetry when
observing a population of galaxies is not unexpected (Alam
et al., 2017).

Future and more powerful telescopes such as the Vera C.
Rubin Observatory will allow better profiling of such differ-
ence. In case the maximum magnitude difference is greater
than the maximum expected difference under optimal condi-
tions, that observation can be related to modified Newtonian
dynamics, or to relativistic beaming of gravity as an explana-
tion to the galaxy rotation curve anomaly (Blake, 2021). It
can also be related to the observation of disagreement between
the observed and expected velocity of halo spin (Libeskind
et al., 2013).

The observed difference between the magnitude of galax-
ies that spin in opposite directions had also been observed
in previous studies (Shamir, 2016, 2017a,b, 2020a), showing
differences between galaxies that spin in opposite directions
in the same field. These studies were based on far smaller
datasets collected by sky surveys that did not cover the fields
around both galactic poles. The data collected by DECam
and available through the DESI Legacy Survey allows direct
comparison of the differences in brightness between the two
ends of the galactic pole. These differences can be related
to the effect of relativistic beaming, but further research will
be required with more powerful instruments to quantify and
profile the magnitude difference.

9.1 Large-scale structure explanation

Another possible explanation to the observation can be an
anomaly in the large-scale structure of the Universe. Accord-
ing to that explanation, the axis observed around the galactic
pole as shown here is not necessarily the result of differences
between the brightness of galaxies as observed from Earth,
but a large-scale alignment in the spin directions of galaxies
in the Universe. That explanation requires modification to
the standard cosmological model, which relies on the assump-
tion that the Universe is isotropic and homogeneous, That
assumption is part of the Cosmological Principle.

While the Cosmological Principle is a common working as-
sumption for most cosmological models, it has not been fully
proven. In fact, multiple probes have shown evidence of viola-
tion of the cosmological principle (Aluri et al., 2023). Perhaps
the most notable probe is the cosmic microwave background
radiation, also exhibiting a cosmological-scale axis (Abramo
et al., 2006; Mariano and Perivolaropoulos, 2013; Land and
Magueijo, 2005; Ade et al., 2014; Santos et al., 2015; Gruppuso
et al., 2018; Yeung and Chu, 2022). It has been suggested that
the axis exhibited by the cosmic microwave background radi-
ation agrees with other axes formed by probes such as dark
energy and dark flow (Mariano and Perivolaropoulos, 2013).
Other anomalies related to the cosmic microwave background
radiation are the quandrupole-octopole alignment (Schwarz
et al., 2004; Ralston and Jain, 2004; Copi et al., 2007, 2010,
2015), the asymmetry between hemispheres (Eriksen et al.,
2004; Land and Magueijo, 2005; Akrami et al., 2014), and the

point-parity asymmetry (Kim and Naselsky, 2010b,a). An-
other related observation is the CMB cold spot (Cruz et al.,
2007; Masina and Notari, 2009; Vielva, 2010; Mackenzie et al.,
2017; Farhang and Movahed, 2021). It has also been sug-
gested that the isotropy observed with the CMB radiation is
not statistically significant (Bennett et al., 2011).

In addition to the CMB, probes that show anisotropy in-
clude radio sources (Ghosh et al., 2016; Tiwari and Jain, 2015;
Tiwari and Nusser, 2016; Singal, 2019; Marcha and Browne,
2021), LX-T scaling (Migkas et al., 2020), short gamma ray
bursts (Mészáros, 2019), acceleration rates (Perivolaropoulos,
2014; Migkas et al., 2021; Krishnan et al., 2022), Ia super-
nova (Javanmardi et al., 2015; Lin et al., 2016), distribution
of galaxy morphology types (Javanmardi and Kroupa, 2017),
dark energy (Adhav et al., 2011; Adhav, 2011; Perivolaropou-
los, 2014; Colin et al., 2019), fine structure constant (Webb
et al., 2011), galaxy motion (Skeivalas et al., 2021), Ho (Lu-
ongo et al., 2022), polarization of quasars (Hutsemekers, 1998;
Hutsemékers et al., 2005; Secrest et al., 2021; Zhao and Xia,
2021; Semenaite et al., 2021), and cosmic rays (Sommers,
2001; Deligny and Salamida, 2013; Aab et al., 2017, 2019).
It has also been shown that the large-scale distribution of
galaxies in the Universe is not random (Jones et al., 2005),
and could have a preferred direction (Longo, 2011; Shamir,
2012, 2019, 2020c,b, 2021b, 2022c,b; Philcox, 2022; Hou et al.,
2022). These probes might not agree with the standard mod-
els (Pecker, 1997; Perivolaropoulos, 2014; Bull et al., 2016;
Velten and Gomes, 2020; Krishnan et al., 2022, 2021; Luongo
et al., 2022; Colgáin, 2022; Abdalla et al., 2022)

The contention of a cosmological-scale axis agrees with
cosmological theories that shift from the standard models.
For instance, black hole cosmology (Pathria, 1972; Stuckey,
1994; Easson and Brandenberger, 2001; Seshavatharam,
2010; Pop lawski, 2010; Christillin, 2014; Dymnikova, 2019;
Chakrabarty et al., 2020; Pop lawski, 2021; Seshavatharam
and Lakshminarayana, 2022; Gaztanaga, 2022a,b) is a cos-
mological theory aligned with the contention of the existence
of a large-scale axis. Black holes are born from the collapse
of a star, and since stars spin black holes also spin (Gam-
mie et al., 2004; Takahashi, 2004; Volonteri et al., 2005; Mc-
Clintock et al., 2006; Mudambi et al., 2020; Reynolds, 2021).
Supermassive black holes are also expected to spin (Montero
et al., 2012), and observations of supermassive black holes
showed that supermassive black holes spin (Reynolds, 2019).
An early example of such observation is the spin of the super-
massive black hole of NGC 1365 (Reynolds, 2013). Since black
holes spin, if the Universe is the interior of a back hole it is
expected to spin around a major axis inherited from the black
hole. That observation is aligned with the agreement between
the Hubble radius of the Universe and the Schwarzschild ra-
dius of a black hole such that the mass of the black hole is the
mass of the Universe (Christillin, 2014). Black hole cosmol-
ogy is a theory under the category of multiverse (Carr and
Ellis, 2008; Hall and Nomura, 2008; Antonov, 2015; Garriga
et al., 2016), which is one of the first cosmological paradigms
(Trimble, 2009; Kragh, 2009).

In addition to black hole cosmology, other models that rely
on the presence of a Hubble-scale axis have been proposed.
Some of these theories are based on alternative geometrical
models such as ellipsoidal universe (Campanelli et al., 2006,
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2007, 2011; Gruppuso, 2007; Cea, 2014), flat space cosmol-
ogy (Tatum et al., 2015a,b, 2018; Azarnia et al., 2021), ge-
ometric inflation (Arciniega et al., 2020a; Edelstein et al.,
2020; Arciniega et al., 2020b; Jaime, 2021), supersymmet-
ric flows (Rajpoot and Vacaru, 2017), and rotating universe
(Gödel, 1949; Ozsváth and Schücking, 1962; Ozsvath and
Schücking, 2001; Su and Chu, 2009; Sivaram and Arun, 2012;
Chechin, 2016, 2017; Seshavatharam and Lakshminarayana,
2020; Campanelli, 2021). Other theories are double inflation
(Feng and Zhang, 2003), f(R, Lm) gravity (Kavya et al.,
2022), contraction prior to inflation (Piao et al., 2004), pri-
mordial anisotropic vacuum pressure (Rodrigues, 2008), mov-
ing dark energy (Beltran Jimenez and Maroto, 2007), multi-
ple vacua (Piao, 2005), and spinor-driven inflation (Bohmer
and Mota, 2008). While these theories can be considered al-
ternative to the standard cosmological model, they provide
explanations to the presence of a Hubble-scale axis. Since the
standard model has not been fully proven, alternative theories
to the standard cosmology should also be considered.

10 Discussion

Despite decades of intensive research efforts, the physical na-
ture of galaxy rotation is still an unsolved question. The
common possible explanations are that the distribution and
quantity of the mass of galaxies does not fit its physical prop-
erties (dark matter), or that the laws of physics are different
when applied to galaxies. This paper proposes the contention
that the rotational velocity of the galaxy does not fit its phys-
ical properties, and corresponds to a much higher rotational
velocity. The explanation is driven by the observation that
galaxies that spin in the same direction as the Milky Way
have different brightness compared to galaxies that spin in
the opposite direction. While the observation does not ex-
plain directly the galaxy rotation curve anomaly, it shows
another tension between the expected and observed physical
properties of galaxy rotation.

While such difference in magnitude can be explained by
Doppler shift, the difference is expected to be small. The
observed difference is far greater than the expected difference,
and it is observable with Earth-based telescopes. A possible
explanation is that the physics of galaxy rotation corresponds
to a far higher rotational velocity than the observed velocity.
While that explanation is physically provocative, the physics
of galaxy rotation is still unexplained, and does not follow
known or proven physical theories. For instance, the absence
of Keplerian velocity decrease in the galaxy rotation curve
was ignored for several decades, also because it did not agree
with the physical theories (Rubin, 2000).

The tension between galaxy rotational velocity and its
physical properties is one of many other possible explana-
tions to the observation of different brightness for galaxies
spinning in opposite directions. Another possible explanation
discussed here is a possible anomaly in the large-scale struc-
ture. In that case, the difference in brightness is not driven
by the perspective of an Earth-based observer, but reflects
the real structure of the Universe. Other explanations not
considered in this paper can also be possible, and might be
related to astronomical reasons, as well as certain unknown

instrumentation or atmospheric effects.

The link between the rotational velocity of a galaxy and
the apparent brightness of its objects can also be related to
measurements made with Ia supernovae. Measurements with
Ia supernovae have provided unexpected results, and have
been shown to be in disagreement with other measurements.
For instance, the Ho tension suggests that the CMB or Ia
supernovae do not match, and since both are applied to the
same Universe it can be assumed that one of these measure-
ments is inaccurate. If the brightness of an Ia supernovae
depends on the rotational velocity of the galaxy that hosts
it, and the galaxy may not necessarily spin in the same di-
rection as the Milky Way, that can lead to slight changes in
the apparent magnitude of the supernovae. Because the dis-
tance of an Ia supernovae is determined from its brightness,
unexpected changes in the apparent magnitude can lead to
a slightly different distance, and consequently to a slightly
different Ho. The initial observation of the accelerated ex-
pansion of the Universe was also made with Ia supernovae,
and such changes in brightness can also have a certain impact
on these results.
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